
   SOUNDPROOFING AND VIBRATION 

ISOLATION FOR GYMS
   with REGUPOL sonusfit m517
                              formerly REGUPOL sonusfit 4080

Quality of life thanks  
to REGUPOL impact  
sound insulation and  
vibration isolation
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REGUPOL adheisve 43-102 (blue)
to adhere underlay to substrate in dry areas

REGUPOL sonusfit m517 acoustic underlay adhered 
to substrate, butt joined, cut to perimeter

8mm - 12mm

Concrete 
substrate
prepared to 
AS1884

40mm 
or 80mm

Wall surface

REGUPOL everroll skirting  100mm high

Flexible sealant colour to suit

REGUPOL everroll rubber flooring 

REGUPOL adhesive 40-203 (green)

Fix-all joint 5mm

8mm

REGUPOL sonusfit m517 reducer edging
adhered to substrate

10mm
8mm reducing strip

The REGUPOL sonusfit m-series includes multilayer systems. Elastomers with different dampening and spring
properties are combined. REGUPOL everroll is also used as the top layer. Through this combination, the introduced
structure-borne noise can be effectively reduced, even without the use of a mass-spring system. Depending on the 
system, various stiffening layers are integrated so that the stability of the athletes is not impaired. The individual layers 
are laid on the bare floor or the screed and glued together.

This REGUPOL sonusfit m517 (formerly 4080) system reflects a typical residential application with REGUPOL everroll 
rubber floor coverings. For all other applications please contact REGUPOL acoustic division. Please note that drawings are 
not to scale and are for illustration purposes only.

NOISE AND VIBRATION IN GYMS

FIX-ALL joint sealer

REGUPOL everroll rubber floor

REGUPOL adhesive 40-203 (green)

REGUPOL sonusfit m517 underlay

REGUPOL adhesive 43-102 (blue) 

REGUPOL primer 90-102 (white)

Concrete slab prepared to AS1884
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Available in:
Small 250mm x 300mm
Medium 250mm x 800mm
Large 250mm x 950mm

MACHINE PLATES
Machine plates are used to protect your REGUPOL sonusfit m517 (formerly 4080) flooring system from point load pressure on 
heavy fitness equipment.  Available in three sizes, these stylish plates fit most modern gym equipment and machinery.

Nome [3121]
8mm  (tone nome)

Sydney [3240]
8mm (tone sydney)

Auckland [3241]
8mm  (tone auckland)

Lhasa [3180]
8mm (tone lhasa)

Kush [3118]
8mm (tone kush)

Bern [3122]
8mm (tone berlin)

Palau [3031]
 8mm (core palau)

Manaus [3032] 
8mm (core manaus)

Melbourne [3029] 
8mm (core melbourne)

Perth [3239] 
8mm (tone perth)

Berlin [3030] 
8 | 12mm  (core berlin)

Mons [3256]  
8 | 12mm  (core mons)

Marrakech [3276] 
8mm (core marrakech)

Amsterdam [3145]
8mm (core amsterdam)

Goa [3033] 
8mm (core goa)

COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS
REGUPOL everroll classic

REGUPOL everroll ultimate

Mons [3138]  
8mm (intensity mons)

Island [3000]
8mm (intensity island)

Paris [1085]  
8mm (intensity berlin)

Kush [2001]
8mm (active kush)
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www.regupol.com.au

REGUPOL Australia Pty. Ltd. 
155 Smeaton Grange Road
Smeaton Grange NSW 2567
phone +61 2 4624 0050
acousticsales@regupol.com.au 

REGUPOL Germany GmbH & Co. KG
REGUPOL America LLC
REGUPOL Acoustics Middle East FZE
REGUPOL Schweiz AG
REGUPOL Zebra Athletics LLC
BSW Shanghai CO. LTD.


